
TO: E-Mail: Chairman@nrc.gov DATE: 2-26-2021 Subject:  

 China Syndrome in Texas - DON'T BE CAUGHT  "flat-footed" 

Dear NRC Chairman Hanson ( Christopher T. ) 

Congratulations on your appointment - by President Biden. My name is Susan 

M. Neuhart (nee Cassady). I live in Ohio. Born in 1954, I am retired - at this time. 

However, I was employed - by Battelle Research - circa 1987 - related to the 

"Office Nuclear Waste Isolation" research being conducted. My biological sister 

[Carol] - already working - at Battelle - alerted them - to my existence. My first 

role - was related to software development. You may be aware - there was a 

significant concern about nuclear waste storage - during the late 20th century. A 

site (for spent fuel rods) had to be selected - based on research; And, facilities [for 

storage purposes] designed. My initial assignment was to ensure [that] the 

geological research scientists turned in their "field" reports daily. THIS IS 

ANALOGOUS TO "HERDING CATS". At that time - both - the US Military and 

civilian - uses for "nuclear material" - needed to be addressed. 

In fact, a movie - the "China Syndrome" - had Americans quite interested - in the 

project's results. I think Yucca Mountain [ in Nevada] was a site selected. I did 

read your qualifications document. My formal education is also in Environmental 

Science. My B.S. is from UWGB. 

OK. So, I think you should prepare - to address questions "IF" the Texas Power 

People - did have - and utilize "off-site storage facilities" - AND, "battery back 

ups" - during the recent power systems outage periods. I don't want you to be 

caught "flat-footed" - in an on-camera news interview. 

Thank you - again - for accepting this difficult position. Sincerely – Susan  

PS: If you will visit my web site - you will see [that] I have offered to assist 

General Perna - OWS. He has not replied yet.  https://hansandcassady.org/Perna-

OPerationWarpSpeed.html#LETTER%20START  : 
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